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SXI Scouts
thriving  in

the New
Millennium
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   he Seventh George Town North

Is the Troop we belong to

A group of Scouts are we

United at our own will

It doesn’t matter who we are

Which race or creed we’re from

So long as we unite ourselves to

champion for our Troop

While on our chosen way

Dedication is of importance

To show full loyalty

We must have a sense of belonging

And show concern for one another

A sense of brotherhood

For peace, goodwill and brotherhood

We’ll keep our honour shining bright

With might and pain will strive

In pursuit of laurels of victory

The long road to success

May be tiresome and endless

But we are blessed with zest

and strongwill

We’ll march until the end

Our fellowship will never die

It shall live on in our hearts

Seventh George Town (North)
Troop Song

TTTTT
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Scouting at SXI “Today”
GROUP SCOUT MASTER: MR NEOH DIAN BIN

BOY SCOUT MASTER: MR TEOH CHERN ZHONG

By Manickam Murugapan Assistant Troop Leader
and Lee Zi Hang Troop Leader

Photography by Lim Chiew Tung
and Ahmad Mustapha Rawther

The Scout Movement continues to thrive at SXI. Former Scouts may

be surprised to learn that 1st and 6th George Town (North) have

been disbanded. Seventh George Town North (7GT[N]) is presently

the only Troop in the School. It has a membership of 75 Boy Scouts, 45

Ventures and 40 Rovers. The Troop is now one of the oldest in Malaysia.

It has celebrated its 80th anniversary of formation and will celebrate

its Centenary in 2031/2.

7GT(N) members meet every Tuesday from 2:30 pm—4:30 pm when

the School is in session. Every Troop Meeting commences with the flag-

breaking ceremony. The Patrol Leaders take their turns at breaking

the flag as well as lowering it at the end of the Troop Meetings.

During their Meetings, Scouts participate in a variety of station

games. Examples of these games are described below:

Deadman: This is an exercise where Scouts pull themselves on top of

a thick rope across a distance of seven meters. The rope is usually

strung two meters above the ground between two trees.

Monkey: This exercise is similar to the Deadman except that the

Scouts traverse the same rope but hanging upside down, like a monkey

climbing across a vine growing in a forest.

Vertical: In this exercise the Scouts climb up a rope to a point four

meters above the ground and then down again.

Marching: Patrol Leader lead their patrols in marching following a

command list containing standard military commands.

Yells: Station games usually end with yells led by the Patrol Leaders.

Yells are also made to cheer-on members of the Patrol or the Troop

during competitions.

Troop Meetings end with the flag-lowering ceremony followed by the

singing of the Troop Song and Taps.

The Patrol Leader of Patrol 6 receiving the
Overall Champion Trophy from the Group
Scout Master during the awards ceremony

of a Group Training Camp.

SXI Scouts performing as the
famous Power Rangers.
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Above: A Scout and Guide appearing in a Cosplay Competition.
Left: Ms Ang Phaik Sim, Acting Principal (left in the picture), special
guest Mr Tan Ban Cheng and Scout Masters lighting the fire-pit.
Below: The fire roars to life launching the Campfire; the green
flames were created with a bit of chemical magic.
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Cover of the souvenir programme.

Hosting the 78th Gathering
and 12th Campfire in Penang

The Scouts and Guides in Penang meet three to four times each

year at events called “Gatherings” and at Campfires. Scouts and

Guides from the different schools in the State take their turns in

organizing these events. On 4 April 2015, 7GT(N) organized and

hosted the 78th Gathering and 12th Campfire in Penang within our

school-compound at Farquhar Street. The theme for both events was

“Movie Mania.” The programme was for a very full day starting at 0830

hours and ending after the Campfire at 2330 hours.

Preparations for the Gathering and Campfire began several

months earlier with the drafting of a written proposal which was

submitted by the Scout Master to the Department of Education

Penang for review before it was forwarded to the Ministry of

Education for final approval.

The objective for the day-long programme on 4 April 2015 was to

strengthen the bond among the participating Schools and their

Scouts and Guides, and to prepare their members to face challenges

and hardships they may face later in life. Twenty-eight invitations

were sent out to various boys’ and girls’ schools after the proposal

was approved.
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The Schools which accepted our invitations to participate were:

• St. George’s Girls’ High School (SGGHS)

• Covent Green Lane (CGL)

• Methodist Girls’ School (MGS)

• Penang Free School (PFS)

• Bukit Mertajam High School (BM)

• Bukit Jambul Secondary School (BJ)

• Hamid Khan Secondary School (HK)

• Penang Chinese Girls’ High School (PCGHS)

• Taman Perwira Secondary School (TP)

• St. John’s Institution, Kuala Lumpur (SJI)

Above: Guides from Convent Green Lane enjoying one of the station games.

Left: Guides report to the station master before commencing
their next set of station assignments.
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The programme planned for the day comprised the following

activities:

0830: Registration

0915: Opening ceremony with speeches by the Group Scout

Master, Chairman of the Organizing Committee and an

opening performance by our Form 3 Boy Scouts

0930: Visiting Guide and Scout Troops settled into the

classrooms they were assigned as their temporary

accommodation.

0945 to 1230: Four concurrent competitions:

• Modern-cooking competition

• Field-deco competition

• The amazing Scout run

• Ironlympics and ironlympicess

1245: Lunch

1300 to 1700: Four concurrent competitions:

• Station games

• Model-gadgets competition

• Banner-design-and-painting competition

• Short-films competition

1730: Dinner

1800: Campfire

Highlights of the campfire programme

included: Dance, Cosplay/Idol and

Presentation of Prizes.

The songs sang at the Campfire were a combi-

nation of classics from the early days of Scouting and

more recent popular music. They included the

following:

My Heart Will Go On (a hit by Celine Dion)

Fireworks (Katy Perry)

Fall Out Boy (Immortals)

Hanging Tree ( Jennifer Lawrence)

Take Me Home Country Roads ( John Denver)

Brownsea Island

Ginggang Gooli

Campfire’s Burning

Taps Master of ceremony is keeping the crowd engaged,
amused and entertained.

Guide reporting to the judge for the
evaluation of their field-deco presentation.
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The prizes that were awarded for the day’s competitions were

decided by a panel of judges working in two shifts:

1200 to 1630 hours:

• Mr Balasundaram Ramanathan

• Ms Chai Cui Wen

• Ms Michelle Cheam Sue Ying

• Mr Daniel Lim Tat Pin

Convent Green Lane guides cheering for their school’s performance of The Lion King.

The panel of judges, comprising St Xavier’s
teachers, tasting food prepared and

presented by the participating schools
during the Modern Cooking competition.

Guides focusing on the task set for them
during one of the station games.

Caption

Panel of judges viewing and evaluating the short films produced and directed by
participating scouts and guides in the school hall. All members of the Gathering were also

present in the hall to watch the screening of the films.
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1800 to 2030 hours:

• Mr Cheah Beng Lock

• Ms Michelle Cheam Sue Ying

• Ms Danaletchimi Subramaniam

• Mr Daniel Lim Tat Pin

• Ms Tang Lai Kwan

The prize winners for the competitions announced at the end of

the Campfire were:

• Overall Champion (CGL)

• 1st Runner-Up (SGGS)

• 2nd Runner-Up (PCGHS)

• Best Dance (CGL)

• Best Song (BJ)

• Best Modern Cooking (CGL)

• Best Mini Gadget (SGGS)

• Best Cosplay (PCGHS)

• Best Ironlympic (PFS)

• Best Ironlympicess (CGL)

• Best Banner (BJ)

• Best Attendance (BM)

• Best Support (PCGHS)

• Best Short Film (SGGS)

• Best Discipline (SGGS)

• Best Cleanliness (TP)

• Amazing Scout Run (CGL)

The Gathering and Campfire were organized through the joint

efforts of the Teachers and Scouts. The organizing committee

included the following members:

Acting Principal of St.Xavier’s Institution: Ms Ang Phaik Sim

Group Scout Master: Mr Neoh Dian Bin

Boy Scout Master: Mr Teoh Chern Zhong

Teacher Advisors: Cik Nur Hafidzah and Cik Baizuwati

Assistant Scout Advisors: Eng Lye Yee, Darric Tan

Chairman of Gathering and Campfire: Soon Cur Lunn

Chairman of Gathering: Wayne Lim Wei

Chairman of Campfire: Kenny Cheng

Secretary: Lam E Shuen
Chairman of the Gathering, Soon Cur Lunn,

thanking participants for their efforts in
creating together a successful event.

Mr Neoh Dian Bin, Group Scout Master
addressing the Gathering during the

Opening Ceremony

A performance by the Guides.
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Assistant Secretary:  Nicholas Lim Young Li

Treasurer: Lee Zi Hang

Assistant Treasurer: Lim Chiew Tung

Programme Coordinator: Chong Jia Qi

Assistant Programme Coordinator: Lam E Shuen

First Aider: Manickam Murugapan and the St. Xavier’s Red Cresent

Unit (7)

Registration Chiefs: Richard Lim and Master Aaron Tan

Master of Ceremony: Lim Chiew Tung and Chuah Kheng Lim

Head of Food: Tan Jie Sheng and Brandon Toh

Head of Cleanliness: Khoo Lay Ken

Head of Security: Luis Ong

Head of Electronics: Yeap Kean Chuan and Yeap Kean Foo

Head of Decorations: Azril Fahmi, Lee Zi Hang and Aswintguru

Sivaguru

Head of Sponsorship: Jovin Ooi

Head of Souvenir: Lim Chiew Tung

Head of Traffic Wardens: Desmond Lee

Head of Station Games: Matthew Ian Clyde

Head of Competitions: Lee Zi Hang

Head of Trophy: Nicholas Lim

Head of Shirt: Darren Tan

Head of Badges and Booklets: Joseph Gan Shan Yi

Head of Fire Lighting: Kenneth Ung Hsien Wei

Head of School Coordinators: Git Wai Cheong

Heads of Competitions

Ironlympic and Ironlympicess: Aswintguru Sivaguru

Modern Cooking: Kenneth Ung Hsien Wei

Cosplay: Khoo Lay Ken

Model Gadgets: Lam E Shuen

Theatre and Movies: Wayne Lim Wei

Field Deco: Lim Chiew Tung

Banners: Fahmi Arfa

Guides sawing bamboo to construct their
field-deco competition entry .....

then painting their masterpieces for the
banner competition .....

Guides settling down to watch a
theatre performance.

before taking a well earned rest.
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Monkey, Deadman and the Vertical Ropes

Guides participating in Deadman Rope.

“Girl power” conquering Monkey Rope.

Scout’s attempt at completing the Monkey Rope. The Station Master showing this participant how to tackle
the Vertical Rope
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Modern Cooking

Guides demonstrating their culinary expertise during the Cooking Competition.

Caption 1

A smart line-up by the chefs beside their impressively laid-out
table while awaiting the arrival of the competition Judges

Guides racing to the finishing-line with the application of decorative
touches to their delicious meal for the Judges to taste.
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Song and Dance

Left: Station Master showing the Guide how to complete the station by playing
the drum set.

Above: Musicians performing for the panel of Judges

Joining in the applause fot the winners.
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A star is born during the idol competition.

Guides getting ready for their gig.

Above: Guides moving instep during the Dance Competition.
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Mini Gadgets

Guides introducing the duet they were going to perform.

Mini gadgets were painstakingly made using satay sticks, toothpicks and thread. These were
miniatures of camp structures which – at actual scale – are built using bamboo or timber

and lashed together with rope. There were no limits to the imagination for what were
created and submitted for the Mini-Gadgets Competition.
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Theatre and Movie

Guides and Scouts cheerfully getting into formation prior to the
screening of short films in the school hall.

Scouts in serious formation.

A creative promotional design by the Guides for their school’s
entry for the Film and Theatre Competition.

A SXI Scout performing before the screening of the short films.

Tired and sweaty Scouts filing in for the short films. Guides watching one of the short films being screened.
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Banner Design and Painting

Banners painted by the Penang Chinese Girls’ High School guides.

The banner painters and designers discussing their creations.

Banners painted with Harry Potter and Pirates of The Caribbean themes.
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Guides cheerfully showing off their banners.

Fun and Fellowship

Scouts waiting patiently for the performances to start.

Scouts walking “cooly” to their station.Judges evaluating one of the field-deco presentations.

Guides ready to welcome the Judges of the Cooking Competion with their delicious presentations.
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Left:  The School Leader reporting to the Judge prior to the
evaluation of his team’s project.

Left: Guides taking a break to discuss their next set of tasks.

Above: Guides taking part in a question-and-answer session.

Above:  The panel of Judges listening closely to the
designers’ concept for their Field-Deco Project.
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Campfire

Teachers and Guest of Honour lighting the firepit together.

The Scout Masters with Campfire torches chemically treated
to burn with green flames.

A Guide presenting her costume during the Cosplay Competition.

A warrior costume for the Cosplay Competition

The firepit successfully lit marking the start of the Campfire.
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80th St Xavier’s Group
Training Camp 2016

Eight-hundred-fifty Scouts and Girl Guides took part in the 80th

Group Training Camp organized by 7GT(N) in March 2016. They

came from 11 schools located in Perak, Negeri Sembilan, Kuala

Lumpur and Penang.

The school field across Farquhar Street from SXI served as the

venue for the Camp. A specially designed gateway was built by the

Xaverian Scouts to welcome their invited guests. Figures of a unicorn

and a dragon were made out of papier mache by a group of three-

dozen Scouts over several weeks to serve as the decorative guardians

of the gateway.

Tents were erected around the field to serve as temporary homes

for all the campers. The visiting Scouts and Girl Guides contributed

their efforts in building gadgets and camp furniture for cooking and

housekeeping.

Penang Scout Commissioner Tuan Haji Zulkafli Kamaruddin

officiated at the opening of the Camp. SXI Principal, Dr Sim Hock

Keat, was also present and addressed the gathering.

The theme for the Camp was “Imagination.”

The Star newspaper’s “Metro North” section front-

paged the Camp and ran a two-third page article

which was published on Saturday, 19 March 2016. The

title of the article by journalist N. Trisha was “Gateway

to fostering ties: Scouts and Girl Guides unite at

annual training camp.”
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Photography by Master Clement Lim Shze Yang and
courtesy of Mr Lim Beng Tatt, Star Publications

Scouts putting the finishing touches to the arch before the Opening Ceremony,

Scouts reviewing the schedule .

Scouts moving the paper-mache figure of a green dragon into place at the entrance arch.
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Committee members conducting spot-checks of participants’
luggage to prevent forbidden items from entering the campsite.

Campers setting up their tents on the school field which
was taken over as the site for the Training Camp.

Participants registering at the check-in station of the the campsite.

Above: Exhausted SXI scouts taking a short rest on the
groundsheet in their tent after the hard work of setting up their

temporary home.

Left: SXI scouts arranging their belongings inside their assigned tent.
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SXI Scouts waiting to welcome guests to the Opening Ceremony.

Right:  Troop Leaders marching towards the flagpole
for the Flag-Breaking Ceremony.

Above: Scouts performing a fan dance during the Ceremony.
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YB Tuan Haji Zulkafli Bin Kamaruddin addressing the gathering.

The ceremonial breaking of the flag.

Left: Dr Sim Hock Keat, the Principal of SXI delivering his
welcoming speech.

Above:  The Guests of Honour viewing the presentations and
displays set up by SXI scouts
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The Patrol Leader reporting to a Committee Member.

A group picture showing the Organizing Committee (sitting kneeling at the front) and the special guests and
participants standing behind them.
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Guides and Scouts in formation for the Opening Ceremony.

Dr Sim presenting a souvenier to a visiting Teacher. Dr. Sim handing over a gift to a Scout Master from another state.

Scouts tying bakau timber together to
make a gadget.

A camper setting up his firepit for the
Backwoodsman Competition

A Scout lashing bamboo to form the
table-top for his kitchen.

Scouts receiving advice from a committee member on how
to light the fire with only three matchsticks.

Gadget building in progress.
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Campers cooking their meals without the aid of utensils and stoves.
This Cooking Competition is known as the Backwoodsman. Participants are not allowed

to use any modern implements. Starting a fire using  firewood as fuel is the first step.
The chicken cooked in this competition was grilled over the fire using a piece

of bamboo and lots of care and patience!
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This is one of the Backwoodsman meals cooked by Campers.

Members of the Committee proving their
culnary skills in preparing a mass meal for

the large number of participants.

Fish cooked in the old style.

All the food served during the camp were cooked by
members of the Committee.  Four meals were served every day

to the participants who lined up during meal times to collect
their platters of food.
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A page listing the 19 workouts for the Ironman Challenge contestants.

Ironman Challengers running. One of the Ironmen doing a tough set of sit-ups .
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Another version of a knotting board.

A Scout and Guide making a joint-presentation of a knotting board in the school hall.

The knotting board created by SXI scouts. A fourth variation of a knotting board being presented.

Above: The Guides built this complex of intricate mini gadgets.

Right: Another set of highly detailed mini gadgets.
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A Guide assisted by two Scouts proudly presenting her patrol flag.

This patrol flag features a blazing fire eagle. A mythological Egyptian figure dominates this flag design.

Right:  This patrol incorporated a red and
black dragon at the centre of their flag.
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Campers laid out their belongings for the morning camp inspection conducted by Committee Members.

Committee Members testing the table build by campers
using bakau wood and split bamboo.

A shoe rack built to keep Campers’ slippers and shoes
sheltered from the sun and rain and laid out

in an orderly manner
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A Judge taking a closer look at one of the
totem poles created at the camp.

A Guide presenting her group’s totem pole to the panel of judges.

Right: Guides sorting out bamboo they will
use in building their gadgets.
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Various shots of the Campfire starting from left and counter
clockwise: The welcome arch.  A Guest of Honour lighting the

fire-pit. Two costumes for the Cos-play. And three shots
of dances performed by Scouts and Guides.
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Campers displaying their many talents from makeup and modelling
to dancing and singing.
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One of the highlights of the Camp was the launching of 17 lanterns into the night sky. The number of lanterns
celebrated the age-group of the Committee Members. The lanterns were launched as the signature event of this Camp.

Seventh George Town North has traditionally incorporated a unique activity in each of the Camps they hosted to differentiate
various events the Troop organized . Special safety precautions were undertaken for the event. The lanterns were launched when the

breezes were blowing from the land towards the sea thereby ensuring the lanterns would be flown towards the sea
to contain any fire hazards.
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The following pages present “portraits” of the people who took
part in the Camp.

Fun and Fellowship

Scouts and Guides from Perak, Negeri Sembilan,
Kuala Lumpur and Penang

Assistant Scout Master Mr Edwin presenting trophies to
winners of competitions held during the Camp

Above: Scouts enjoying a performance.

Left: Scout modelling his costume made out
of recycled material he had collected as his

contribution to conserving the
environment.

Above: A Scout from Bukit Jambul, Penang
performing passionately on his guitar.
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The cheerful Guides from Convent Green Lane, Penang.

Above:  Here is proof that the best ship
to sail on is friendSHIP

Right: Guides pleased that they had cooked
up a successful entry for the Modern

Cooking Competition.

Above: Scouts taking a short break during a competition.
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The always energetic Scouts.

The cool saxophonist.
Scouts formally reporting the conclusion of their participation in a station game.
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Romance is too mainstream so
it’s “bromance” here.

A group of planners plotting their ways to successful gadget construction.

Above: The gourmet Scouts.

Left: An award for the gallant Scout who did not let a fracture in
his leg stop him from participating in the Camp.


